
This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU") is signed on the day.2. of August 2o 23 BY AND 
BETWEEN: 

(A Pharmaceutical industry, involved in the Manufacturing of Pharmaceuticals products in various forms, 
Import and Export of Pharmaceuticals Goods, hereinafter referred to as �SP Pharma") 

i. 

< 

Secondary Education Society's Arts and Science College Bhalod.Taluka- Yawal, Dist 

Jalgaon. (An institute that runs Graduate and Post Graduate courses in Science and Arts, which 

are affiliated to Kavayitri Bahinabai Chaudhari North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon, 
hereinafter referred to as �ASC Bhalod") 

AND 

ii. 

Through this Memorandum of Understanding, the two parties agree to the following: 

iii. 

S. P. Pharmaceuticals Jalgaon 

iv. 

Memorandum of Understanding 

(a) With mutual consent, the steering committee can be expanded to include imore members from the 

two institutions. The steering committee will be the supreme body as far as the implementation of 
the activities of the MoU, the continuation of the MoU, and the termination of the MoU are 
concerned. 

This Memorandum of Understanding is proposed in order to bridge the gap between the academia 
and industries. The MoU aims at skills development by providing various trainings to the students 
and faculty members of 

(b) ASC Bhalod and SP Pharma will jointly conduct short-term training programs in the following 

Secondary Education Society's Arts and Science College Bhalod.Taluka- Yawal, Dist 
Jalgaon. 

A steering committee will be set up to monitor the activities of the MoU. The committee will 
consist of Mr. Sudeep Rane (CEO of S. P. Pharmaceuticals, Jalgaon) and Dr. K.G.Kolhe 
(Principal Arts and Science College Bhalod 

areas: 

Opportunity to visit industry: This includes providing an opportunity to students to 
see the actual working of industrial culture; students will experience the actual 
pharmaceutical operation of manufacturing. 
To promote and enhance industry-academic interaction 
To provide advice for the implementation of quality education in ASC Bhalod 
Lectures to update Industrial Knowledge of student and Entrepreneurship Awareness 

V. Any other training areas, as may be deemed fit for both parties. 

(c) ASC Bhalod will organize programs for its students and faculties, on the above-mentioned areas 
[b() to b(v)l and SP PHARMA will conduct/co-ordinate. 
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(d) ASC Bhalod will provide all necessary infrastructures such as - Seminar hall, Projector 

computer lab, etc as will be required for such program from time to time. 

(e) Validity: This MoU is valid for a term of two years from the date of signing unless terminated 

earlier or extended by mutual agreement of both the parties at latest thirty days prior to the expiny 

() Miscellaneous: 

All conditions, changes, erasures, amendments, waivers, etc. shall only be in writing, duly 
executed by both the parties. 
This MoU and any amendment thereof are limited to the purpose of MoU only. 
This MoU sets forth the entire agreement and understanding between the parties with respect to 
the subject matter hereof and merges all discussions and negotiations between them, prior to suck. 
execution. 

This MoU shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of India. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have executed this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on the 
date and the year first hereinabove written. 

For and on behalf of 

S.P. Pharmaceutical 
Jalgaon 

Name: Mr. Sudeep Rane 

Designation: CEO 

Date: 2l-o8-2o23 

Place: Jolgan. 

Witnesses: 

Dr.Ganesh R. chauhari 

Sadeef: S. lene 
2.M 

For and on behalf of 

Secondary Education Society's 
Arts and Science College Bhalod. 

Name: Dr. K.G.Kolhe 

Designation: Principal 
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To, 

Outward No. 66)2023 -24 

CEO 

Secondary Education Society's 
ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHALOD Ta. Yawal Dist. Jalgaon 425304 

E-mail:- ascbhalod@reditfmail.cormn, ascbhalod@gmail.com 

SP Pharmaceuticals 

G-19, MIDC, Jalgaon 425 003.(MS) India. 

Respected Sir, 

Subject: Invitation to Establish a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

NAAC Re-accredited -B Grade 

On behalf of Arts and Science College Bhalod, I am writing to propose a M.0.U between our institution 
and your renowned S.P. Pharmaceuticals. 

The key objectives of this MOU include: 

By signing an MOU, we aim to establish a mutually beneficial relationship that will facilitate knowledge 
exchange, research collaboration, and professional development opportunities. 

We believe that linkages with your industry can enhance our capabilities and ensure that our graduates are 
equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to excel in their chosen fields. 

Web: www.ascbhalod.ac.in 

Date: 20-07-2023 

Research Collaboration, Knowledge Exchange:: Organising guest lectures, workshops, seminars, and 
collaborative programmes to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and expertise. 
Industrial Training and Internships: By way of industrial training programmes and internships, we give 
our students practical exposure to the business world. 

We kindly request you to consider our proposal for establishing an MOU. 

Curriculum Development: By working together on curriculum development, we can make sure that our 
academic programmes address new trernds and technology as well as the needs of business. 

,Arls Sde 

Bhalod 

Thank you for considering our proposal. We sincerely hope to receive a positive response to create a 
successful partnership between our College and your Industry. 

Jalgaon 

Yours sincerely 

NCAPAL 

ART8 & SCIENCE COLLEGE 
BHALOD.DIST.JALGAQN 
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